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ABSTRACT: The adhesion of polyamide 6 (PA6) and polyethylene
(PE) toward an aluminum alloy (Al-A) and a dual phase steel (DPS) is
studied by contact angle (CA) measurements and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). With the combination of the two methods the
adhesion properties on a macro- and (sub)microscopic scale can be
determined in a nondestructive way. The work of adhesion per area
(Wad) of the studied metal/polymer hybrids qualitatively scales the same
on both length scales, that is, Al-A/PA6 > DPS/PA6 > Al-A/PE, DPS/
PE. The polymer dominates the adhesion. The lower adhesion for PE
toward the metal surfaces is explained by dominating van der Waals attraction forces, whereas adhesion for PA6 can also be
attributed to attractive polar forces such as hydrogen bonding. For metal/PA6, Wad on a macro- and microscopic length scale is
similar. For metal/PE, a discrepancy is measured with lower adhesion values on the microscopic scale than on the macroscopic
scale.

KEYWORDS: adhesion, polymer/metal composites, atomic force microscopy, colloidal probe, roughness, rabinovich model,
contact angle, surface energy

1. INTRODUCTION

The adhesion between metals and polymeric materials plays a
major role in many industrial fields, for example, in lightweight
constructions used in the automotive, aircraft, and aerospace
industry where they combine a high functional integration with
a lower weight compared to pure metal parts. Metal/polymer
hybrids are also of high interest for food packaging and for
biomedical and electronic applications. The joining of these
dissimilar materials without using additional components such
as adhesives or primers is a central challenge. A fundamental
understanding about the adhesion mechanisms at the metal/
polymer interface on different length scales is essential.
Conventionally, the connection between metals and polymers
(e.g., thermoplastics) is realized by adhesion bonding, screwed
fastening or mold-in technique during injection molding.1,2

However, a direct adhesion without using any additives is
desired. Motivated by (1) the growing needs of the industry for
better adhesion properties between polymer and metal
components and (2) an improved economical joining process,
the fundamental understanding of the adhesion mechanisms at
the metal/polymer interface is a main research focus. In this
context, especially the adhesion phenomena on a (sub)-
microscopic scale are of interest to better understand and
control adhesion in often complex industrial situations.
Various tests, including peel-test, lap shear test, torque test,

scratch test and pull-off test,3,4 exist to directly measure
adhesion properties. However, most of these methods are not
only destructive but also not suited to reveal adhesion
information on a micro- or even nanoscopic level. In this
study, a new nondestructive multiscale approach is used to

investigate the adhesion behavior between metals and polymers
using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and contact angle (CA)
measurements. AFM has become an important method to
measure adhesion forces on a (sub)micrometer scale in a direct
way. Using the colloidal probe (CP) technique introduced in
1991 by Ducker et al.,5 it is possible to detect adhesion forces
between a probe and flat substrate on a micro- and nanoscopic
length scale. The technique is well-established for studying the
surface interactions and mechanical properties between all
kinds of colloidal particles and surfaces, including not only the
field of material science but also biological and pharmaceutical
systems. A review about the technique and its application in
adhesion measurements can be found in literature.6 One of the
most important parameters affecting adhesion is surface
roughness, a common feature of technical surfaces. Roughness
must be taken into account when interpreting experimentally
measured AFM adhesion forces. Various studies can be found
in literature dealing with the influence of surface roughness on
measured adhesion forces by AFM.7−18 A more detailed
discussion addressing this issue is given in the theoretical part
of this paper. The adhesion on a macroscopic scale was
calculated from contact angle (CA) measurements using the
Owens−Wendt−Rabel−Kaelble (OWRK) method.19,20 Com-
pared to AFM, CA measurements determine the work of
adhesion per area between two solid components in an indirect
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way. However, information such as a division of the surface
energy into dispersive and polar components can be obtained.
Both methods, AFM and CA, are commonly used to

determine adhesion properties of surfaces. However, in most
cases, macroscopic adhesion values are used for the
interpretation of the AFM results. Moreover, adhesion studies
of technically relevant metal/polymer systems down to
(sub)microscale lengths are rare in literature due to the high
complexity of the materials including surface roughness
features. The aim of this work is, on one hand, to determine
the work of adhesion per area from AFM measurements
independently from macroscopic values (CA measurements).
The measured adhesion force Fad is converted to a work of
adhesion per area considering the effect of surface roughness.
On the other hand, the relationship between macro- and
microscopic adhesion properties for the different metal/
polymer hybrids is discussed. A scheme of the measurement
setup and statistics is presented in Figure 1.

Adhesion studies are performed for different metal/polymer
pairs. The metal substrates are an aluminum alloy (Al-A) and a
dual phase steel (DPS) sample. As polymer components,
polyamide 6 (PA6) and polyethylene (PE), a polar and
nonpolar thermoplastic, respectively, are chosen. This report
begins with a Theory section discussing the analysis of force
curves obtained from AFM measurements and the influence of
surface roughness on measured adhesion forces. The Results
section presents first macroscopic adhesion properties from CA
measurements, followed by results from AFM force measure-
ments describing the microscopic adhesion properties. The
Discussion section deals first with the modeling of AFM results
under the aspect of surface roughness. Second, measured AFM
adhesion forces are related to a microscopic work of adhesion
per area. Finally, the macro- and microscopic work of adhesion
per area are correlated and commonalities, and discrepancies
are discussed.

2. THEORY
2.1. Force−Distance Curve. Colloidal probe AFM is a

technique for direct measurement of surface forces. It is a useful
tool for studying surface interaction by means of force−
distance curves. The basic concept is the measurement of forces
between a tip or particle (microsphere) attached to the end of a
cantilever and a sample surface. The technique is well described
in literature6,21−24 and not reviewed here.
A typical force−distance curve for a metal substrate and a

PA6 microsphere is shown in Figure 2. The single steps are
basically (1) the microsphere approach to the sample surface,
(2) the jump-to-contact point, where the sphere is attracted

toward the surface, followed by (3) sample indentation or
compliance without deformation and cantilever deflection and
(4) the retraction of the sphere, which might be hindered by
adhesive forces (steps are indicated in Figure 2). The adhesion
force (Fad) between the colloidal probe and the sample is given
by Hooke’s law:

δ= − ‐F kcad jump off (1)

where kc is the spring constant, and δjump−off is the jump-off-
contact cantilever deflection. The adhesion energy (Ead) can be
obtained from the area under the retraction force−distance
curve with the baseline taken at zero force (Figure 2).

2.2. Analysis of Adhesion Forces. Various adhesion
models have been used to predict interactions between ideal
surfaces based on (1) van der Waals adhesion (Hamaker
approach)25 or (2) through surface energy based approaches.
For the latter, the adhesion forces (Fad) can be related to a work
of adhesion per area (Wad) using contact mechanics models.
Two contact models are often used: the Johnson−Kendall−
Robert (JKR) model derived by Johnson et al.26 in 1971 and
the Derjaguin−Müller−Toporov (DMT) model derived by
Derjaguin et al.27 in 1975. Both are based on the Hertzian
theory.28 More detailed information can be found in
literature.21,24,29,30 The main difference between the two
models lies in the assumed nature of forces acting between
the particle and substrate. The JKR model assumes that
attractive forces act only inside the particle-substrate contact
area, whereas the DMT model includes long-range surface
forces operating outside the particle-substrate contact area. For
both models the correlation between Fad and Wad is described
through a simple analytical equation as follows:

π=F c RWad ad (2)

where R is the radius of the microsphere attached to the
cantilever, and c is a constant with c = 2 in the DMT and c = 1.5
in the JKR model.7 The transition between these models can be
predicted from a dimensionless parameter α suggested by
Maugis31 defined as

α
π
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ad
2
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where H0 is the distance of closest approach between the
contacting surfaces (≈0.3 nm), and K the reduced elastic
modulus for the system under investigation.

Figure 1. Schematic illustrations of measurement setups for (left)
contact angle (CA) and (right) AFM force measurements.

Figure 2. Typical experimental force−separation curve between a PA6
microsphere and a metal surface. Numbers 1−4 mark the single steps
as described in the text.
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ν and E refer to the Poisson’s ratio and the elastic modulus,
respectively, of the probe (P) and substrate (S). For α ≥ 5 the
JKR model applies, whereas the DMT models applies for
systems where α ≤ 0.1. For the transition region, the Maugis−
Dugdale (MD) model31 is the most appropriate.
2.3. Influence of Surface Roughness on Adhesion

Forces. The JKR and DMT models assume a spherical particle
in contact with a smooth surface (i.e., two ideal geometries).
However, most materials have rough surfaces. Surface rough-
ness at a micro- or nanoscale can significantly alter the true
contact area between the colloidal probe and substrate from
that predicted by the different contact mechanics models. That
makes analysis of measured AFM pull-off forces challenging. In
general, lower adhesion values than predicted from theory are
obtained attributed mainly to surface roughness. Figure 3a

illustrates the contact area for smooth surfaces as predicted by
contact mechanics models (e.g., JKR and DMT). The variation
in contact area due to roughness is demonstrated in Figure
3b,c: Asperities smaller than the microsphere (panel b) lead to
a decrease in contact area whereas asperities comparable in size
with the microsphere (panel c) can lead to an increase in the
actual contact area. Figure 3b represents best the roughness
scenario for the samples in this study. The size, shape,
homogeneity, mechanical properties and distribution of the
asperities influence the actual area of contact and directly affect
the measured value of Fad.

9

A model to estimate adhesion forces for nanoscale rough
surfaces has been described by Rumpf.32 It is a Hamaker based
approach taking only van der Waals forces acting between the
surfaces into account. Based on the Rumpf model a modified
and extended model has been proposed by Rabinovich et
al.33,34 The aim is to model the surface roughness in a way that
describes the surface geometry of the substrate more precisely.
The Rabinovich model takes into account the root-mean-square
(rms) roughness parameters along with asperity sizes and
distribution for a more realistic prediction of the adhesion
forces. In addition, Rabinovich et al. noticed that many surfaces
exhibit two scales of roughness (illustrated in Figure 4), rms1 is
associated with a longer peak-to-peak distance, λ1, and rms2 is
associated with a shorter peak-to-peak distance, λ2. The surface
characteristics rms1, rms2, λ1, and λ2 can be obtained from AFM
topography images. The total van der Waals adhesion force
according to the Rabinovich model is given by eq 5 (for details,
see ref 34):
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where A is the Hamaker constant. The first term in eq 5
accounts for contact interactions between the sphere and the
asperities of the surface, whereas the second term describes
noncontact interactions between the sphere and the substrate
below the asperities.
A validation of the Rabinovich model for predicting adhesion

forces between alumina substrates with defined nanoscale
roughness is given by Laitinen et al.35 They showed that the
estimated adhesion forces using the Rabinovich model
correspond well to experimental data even for technical
rough surfaces. Kumar et al.11 investigated adhesion forces
between silica microspheres and different rough surfaces. Data
could be well described by the Rabinovich approach.
If only one roughness scale is detectable or relevant, as in the

present study (see Figure 14), then eq 5 reduces to
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Eq 6 predicts adhesive interactions based only on attractive van
der Waals forces. Other forces such as polar forces are not
considered. However, polar forces, primarily hydrogen bonding,
can play an important role in the adhesion behavior and might
be equal or higher than the van der Waals contribution. The
Rabinovich model can be extended to other adhesion models.
Replacing the first term (contact interactions) of eq 6 by the
adhesion force between two spheres as determined from the
JKR or DMT theory leads to the following equation:
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The radius of asperity, r2, can be replaced by34

λ
=r

58rms2
2
2

2 (8)

Figure 3. Scheme of contact scenarios for smooth and rough surfaces
(not to scale) adapted from ref 9. (a) Contact areas for (a) smooth
surface and rough surfaces with asperities (b) smaller than the particle
size and (c) similar in size to the particles. The box marks the
roughness scenario for the samples in this study.

Figure 4. Geometry for surfaces with two types of roughness profiles
according to the Rabinovich approach. Adapted from ref 34.
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Even with more complex models considering surface energy
and elastic deformation, the precision of the predicted adhesion
properties is primarily dependent on how well roughness
properties are characterized and resemble the true geometry of
the surfaces.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Macroscopic Adhesion Properties Obtained from

CA Measurements. Table 1 lists the surface energies γS of the

different polymer and metal samples. γS was determined using
the OWRK method as described in the Experimental Section.
The results agree well with surface energies found in literature
for the respective materials.36−39 Note that metals in general
have high surface energies, whereas polymers have low surface
energies. However, a native oxide layer and organic
contamination on the metal surface reduce the surface energy
of metals.37 Here, the total surface energy of the metal and
polymer samples is of the same magnitude. The metal samples
show higher polar contributions than the polymer samples,
especially the Al-A sample. As expected, the surface energy of
the PE sample is mainly composed of a dispersive (i.e.,
nonpolar) contribution.
The interfacial energy between a metal and polymer is

calculated using eq 13 and subsequently inserted in eq 12 to
obtain the macroscopic work of adhesion per area Wad,CA.
Results are given in Table 2. The macroscopic adhesion

properties of the four metal/polymer combinations are in the
same order of magnitude and only slight tendencies are
observed: (1) both polymers show a slightly higher adhesion to
Al-A than to the DPS sample, and (2) PA6 shows a higher
adhesion to both metal samples compared to PE.
3.2. Microscopic Adhesion Properties Obtained from

AFM Force Measurements. 3.2.1. Adhesion Force between
PA6 and Metal Surfaces. The adhesion forces for Al-A/PA6
and DPS/PA6 are shown in Figure 5. Force data are plotted in
a histogram and fitted with a Gaussian line. The corresponding
mean adhesion force (Fad), the standard deviation (σ), and the
radius of the microsphere (R) are summarized in Table 3.

For a direct comparison of the force data, Fad is normalized
by the radius of the microsphere. The normalized adhesion
force Fad/R is also reported in Table 3 and indicates a stronger
adhesion of PA6 to Al-A than to DPS. The trend was also
supported from contact angle measurements (see Table 2).
However, raw data from AFM force measurements have to be
evaluated with care. To have more conclusive results, we
discuss a detailed analysis considering roughness effects of
sphere and substrate. Moreover, adhesion forces should be
related to a work of adhesion per area (Wad) in order to
compare macro- and microscopic adhesion results.

3.2.2. Adhesion Force between PE and Metal Surfaces.
Adhesion histograms for Al-A/PE and DPS/PE are shown in
Figure 6. In contrast to PA6, PE is a nonpolar polymer.
Therefore, the adhesion strength to metal surfaces is expected
to be weaker.
On the basis of the normalized adhesion forces, one can state

that indeed a lower adhesion force between the metal surfaces

Table 1. Total Surface Energy Per Area (γS) with Dispersive
and Polar Part of Polymer and Metal Samples As
Determined from CA Measurements Using the OWKR
Method

sample
total surface energy per

area, γS (mN/m)
dispersive part, γS

d

(mN/m)
polar part, γS

p

(mN/m)

metal
Al-A 48.3 ± 2.3 30.7 ± 2.0 17.6 ± 0.3
DPS 40.9 ± 3.3 31.2 ± 1.2 9.8 ± 2.1

polymer
PA6 42.5 ± 3.1 37.0 ± 0.7 5.5 ± 2.4
PE 38.3 ± 2.0 36.5 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 1.5

Table 2. Macroscopic Work of Adhesion Per Area from CA
Measurements, Wad,CA, for Different Metal/Polymer Pairs

sample pair (metal/polymer) work of adhesion per area, Wad,CA (mN/m)

Al-A/PA6 87.1 ± 7.4
DPS/PA6 82.6 ± 6.7
Al-A/PE 78.2 ± 7.9
DPS/PE 75.9 ± 6.4

Figure 5. Adhesion force (Fad) histogram obtained from AFM force
mapping for (green) Al-A/PA6 and (black) DPS/PA6. The solid line
is a Gaussian fit to the data.

Table 3. Results from AFM Force Measurements for Al-A/
PA6 and DPS/PA6

parameter Al-A/PA6 DPS/PA6

mean adhesion force, Fad (nN) 1993.8 700.5
standard deviation, σ (nN) 221.4 211.6
radius of microsphere, R (μm) 12.9 7.9
normalized adhesion force, Fad/R (N/m) 0.155 0.089

Figure 6. Adhesion force (Fad) histogram obtained from AFM force
mapping for (red) Al-A/PE and (blue) DPS/PE. The solid line is a
Gaussian fit to the data.
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and PE is measured compared to the corresponding system
with PA6. Results are summarized in Table 4. Moreover, the

same trend than for the PA6 measurements is observed, that is,
the normalized adhesion force between DPS/PE is slightly
lower than between Al-A/PE. These findings are again in
agreement with results from contact angle measurements
(Table 2). However, as mentioned above, roughness features of
sphere and substrate have to be considered allowing a more
quantitative and qualitative analysis.
3.2.3. Adhesion Energy. Besides the adhesion force, the

adhesion energy Ead can be extracted from force−distance
curves. Ead was evaluated from the area between approach and
retraction curve (Figure 2) as done several times in
literature.40−44 It is correlated with the force as follows:45

∫= −E F dx
x

x

ad ad
2

1

(9)

where Fad is the pull-off or adhesion force, x is the probe-sample
separation distance and x1 = 0 and x2 = jump-off position, the
first and last point at which the curve crosses the zero force axis.
The adhesion energy histograms with the mean adhesion

energy and its standard deviation are shown in Figure 7. Data

are fitted to a Gaussian curve. At first glance, the adhesion
energy does not scale with the corresponding adhesion force.
Whereas the pair Al-A/PA6 shows the highest adhesion energy
corresponding well with the highest adhesion force measured,
all other pairs show the opposite trend. That means a
decreasing adhesion energy with increasing adhesion force.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Modeling of AFM Force Data. Adhesion forces are

strongly influenced by surface roughness because the true
contact area between sphere and substrate alters with
roughness. For a more quantitative and qualitative analysis of
the measured adhesion forces, the surface roughness of the
metal substrates and the polymeric microspheres has to be
considered. Nanoscale asperities of polymeric microspheres can
be deformed under an applied load. Such plastic deformations
can be evaluated using a model proposed by Maugis and

Pollock.8,46 At a load of 1−2 μN, which is a typical load used in
the described force measurements, asperities with a radius of
curvature of maximum 20−30 nm for a PA6 and 80−120 nm
for a PE microsphere should deform plastically. The surface
irregularities on the polymeric microspheres are in the low
nanometer range (as shown by SEM) and thus are most likely
flattened during measurements. The roughness of the
polymeric microspheres can thus be neglected in further
calculations. However, the roughness of the metal substrates is
of importance and has to be taken into account for the
adhesion analysis. The influence of roughness on adhesion
measurements is mainly visible in the tail of the adhesion force
distribution17,47 (see force histograms in the Results section).
Adhesion forces were calculated in the framework of the

Rabinovich model using eq 6. The model suggests that the
principal contribution to the adhesion force is van der Waals
attraction. Figure 8 compares the normalized experimental and

predicted adhesion forces. Data are plotted as a function of the
variable rms2. Values for Hamaker constants are taken from
literature. The Hamaker constant, A11, is approximately 7.9 ×
10−20 J for PA6,48 8.43 × 10−20 J for PE,49 1.4 × 10−19 J for Al-
A45 and 2.1 × 10−19 J for DPS.45 The Hamaker constant
between two dissimilar materials, A12, was estimated using a
combining rule approximation:45

=A A A12 11 22 (10)

and resulted in A12 = 1.05 × 10−19 J for Al-A/PA6, A12 = 1.29 ×
10−19 J for DPS/PA6, A12 = 1.09 × 10−19 J for Al-A/PE and A12
= 1.33 × 10−19 J for DPS/PE.
In general, a good agreement within order of magnitude in

forces is achieved. Comparison of experimental and predicted
data suggests that a large contribution to the adhesive behavior
is van der Waals attraction. The experimental and predicted
adhesion forces as well as their ratio are given in Table 5.
Especially for the adhesion between metals and PE the model
provides excellent predictions with a ratio of Fad,experimental/
Fad,theoretical close to one. PE is a nonpolar polymer without any
functional groups. The adhesion to metal surfaces is therefore
dominated by dispersion forces. For the metal/PA6 interactions
a discrepancy exists. Adhesion forces are underestimated using
the van der Waals based Rabinovich model. Especially for Al-A/
PA6, the measured adhesion forces are larger than the
theoretically predicted values by a factor of 2. This discrepancy
can not only be explained by experimental error. As discussed
in the theoretical part, other forces such as polar forces are not

Table 4. Results from AFM Force Measurements for Al-A/
PE and DPS/PE

parameter Al-A/PE DPS/PE

mean adhesion force, Fad (nN) 645.7 494.1
standard deviation, σ (nN) 46.8 7.8
radius of microsphere, R (μm) 10.5 10.5
normalized adhesion force, Fad/R (N/m) 0.061 0.047

Figure 7. Adhesion energy Ead histograms obtained from AFM force
mapping for the different metal/polymer pairs. The solid line is a
Gaussian fit to the data.

Figure 8. Experimental adhesion forces (symbols) and predicted
values (dashed lines) in dependence on rms2. Predictions are made
using eq 6.
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considered in the proposed model. However, in contact
interactions between metals and PA6 such forces may be
important. Polar attractive forces arise probably from hydrogen
bonding between the amide groups of PA6 and the hydroxyl
groups of the metal surface.
4.2. Correlation between Macro- and Microscopic

Adhesion. To compare the results of the macro- and
microscopic adhesion experiments, we must convert AFM
data into a work of adhesion per area. Two approaches to
obtain a microscopic work of adhesion per area are discussed:
(1) converting the adhesion force Fad into a work of adhesion
per area using contact mechanic models and (2) normalizing
the adhesion energy Ead by a contact area.
4.2.1. Relating Fad to a Microscopic Work of Adhesion Per

Area. A simple relation between Fad and Wad is given by the
JRK and DMT model (see eq 2):

π
=W

F
c Rad

ad
(11)

The approach requires the selection of an appropriate contact
model for the interpretation of Wad. Therefore, the
dimensionless Maugis parameter α, which is a useful measure
of which model is most appropriate, is estimated according to
eq 3. Parameters used for the calculation are listed in Table 6.

For all metal/polymer pairs α ≥ 5 therefore the JKR model
applies (with c = 1.5). Results for Wad,JKR are summarized in
Table 7. Values are much smaller than expected, compared to
results from CA measurements due to a wrong estimation of
the contact area. As discussed above, AFM data should be
analyzed using the Rabinovich model eq 7 to account for
roughness effects of the metal substrates. Results forWad,Rabi are
given in Table 7. The comparison of Wad,JKR and Wad,Rabi shows

that considering roughness effects leads to higher values forWad
that are closer to values from contact angle measurements. An
excellent correlation can be found for Al-A/PA6. For the other
metal/polymer pairs AFM measurements yielded a lower work
of adhesion per area compared to CA measurements, especially
for the metal/PE combinations.
Note that, while an excellent correlation for the work of

adhesion per area from CA and AFM measurements were
found for Al-A/PA6, experimental and predicted adhesion
forces did not agree very well (compare Table 5). As discussed
above, polar forces contributing to the adhesion force between
Al-A and PA6 were not considered in the model used for
predicting adhesion forces explaining the underestimation of
the adhesion force using eq 6.

4.2.2. Relating Ead to a Microscopic Work of Adhesion Per
Area. A second approach is the evaluation of the adhesion
energy Ead from the area under the force curve upon retraction
(see Figure 2).40−44 That area corresponds to a work of
adhesion. In order to obtain a work of adhesion per area, a
normalization with the contact area is necessary. The contact
area cannot be measured directly with the colloidal probe and
must therefore be estimated. The estimation of the contact area
for rough surfaces is not straightforward. In addition, the jump-
out distances, and thus the area under the curve, depends on
the cantilever stiffness. Because different cantilevers are used in
this study, the comparison of the adhesion energy on a
qualitatively level is not possible. For further discussions, this
approach is not taken into account. A more detailed
explanation and argumentation is given in the Supporting
Information.

4.2.3. Comparison of Macro- And Microscopic Adhesion
Results. For a further correlation of macro- and microscopic
adhesion properties, the work of adhesion per area obtained
from CA measurements Wad,CA and the Rabinovich model
Wad,Rabi are used. Figure 9 shows the correlation betweenWad,CA

and Wad,Rabi for the different metal/polymer pairs. Between
metals/PE the microscopically work of adhesion per area is
remarkable smaller than the adhesion on a macroscopic scale.
The values for metal/PA6 correlate well, an almost perfect
correlation is obtained for Al-A/PA6. CA measurements
resulted in similar values for the work of adhesion per area
for all studied sample pairs. Values are in the range of 74.1−
86.6 mN/m (Figure 9, gray box). Microscopic studies seemed
to be more sensitive to the polymer component and revealed
larger differences between metals/PA6 and metals/PE combi-
nations with values between 48.7 and 89.2 mN/m (Figure 9,

Table 5. Experimental and Predicted Adhesion Forces and
Their Ratioa

sample pair (metal/
polymer)

Fad,experimental
[nN]

Fad,theoretical
[nN]

Fad,experimental/
Fad,theoretical

Al-A/PA6 1993.8 942.2 2.12
DPS/PA6 700.5 485.8 1.44
Al-A/PE 645.7 570.4 1.13
DPS/PE 494.1 478.4 1.03

aPredictions are made using eq 6.

Table 6. Elastic Modulus (E) and Poisson’s Ratio (ν) for
Metals and Polymers Used in This Studya

material elastic modulus E (GPa) Poisson’s ratio (ν)

Al-A 69.0 0.33
DPS 200.0 0.30
PA6 2.0 0.39
PE 0.4 0.46

aValues are taken from data sheets (provided by suppliers) and ref 50.

Table 7. Macroscopic and Microscopic Work of Adhesion
Per Area

work of adhesion Wad per area (mN/m)
obtained from

Al-A/
PA6

DPS/
PA6

Al-A/
PE

DPS/
PE

CA measurements, Wad,CA 87.1 82.6 78.2 75.9
JKR model, Wad,JKR 32.8 18.8 13.0 9.9
Rabinovich model, Wad,Rabi 89.2 73.5 48.7 54.1

Figure 9. Correlation between macroscopic and microscopic work of
adhesion per area for metal/polymer pairs.
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shaded box). These differences in length scale adhesion
properties might be explained as follows:
CA measurements are an indirect method to determine the

work of adhesion per area. They are not conducted in a dry
atmosphere; they are conducted in a saturated atmosphere
using a test liquid. A thin liquid film might be present on all
surfaces, reducing the sensitivity to (small) differences in
surface composition and resulting in (1) similar surface
energies for all measured surfaces and (2) consequently
macroscopic adhesion properties that are in the same order
of magnitude for all metal/polymer combinations, whereas
AFM force measurements directly determine an adhesion force
on a (sub)microscopic length scale taking local roughness
features into account. Moreover, measurements are conducted
in a dry nitrogen atmosphere, that is, at a RH < 5%, where
capillary forces can be excluded. The higher sensitivity and the
defined measurement parameters make it possible to probe
pure interactions at the metal/polymer interface and to
differentiate between different interactions. This results in
different adhesion properties for metals/PA6 and metals/PE
due to different chemical surface composition of the polymer.
Interactions are sketched in Figure 10.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the present investigations, the adhesion of polyamide 6
(PA6) and polyethylene (PE) toward an aluminum alloy (Al-A)
and a dual phase steel (DPS) were studied by contact angle
(CA) measurements and atomic force microscopy (AFM)
measurements. Compared to standard adhesion tests, the
combination of the two methods allowed to determine the
adhesion properties on a macro- and (sub)microscopic scale in
a nondestructive way. The surface energy of metal and polymer
components, including the polar and dispersive parts, were
obtained from CA measurements using the OWRK method.
Values are further related to a macroscopic work of adhesion
per area. Independent from the macroscopic values, a work of
adhesion per area on a microscopic length scale was calculated
from measured AFM adhesion forces. Roughness effects are
considered using the Rabinovich model.
The work of adhesion per area of the studied metal/polymer

systems scaled the same on both length scales. That was: Al-A/

PA6 > DPS/PA6 > Al-A/PE, DPS/PE. The adhesion was
found to be dominated by the polymer. The main results can be
summarized as follows: (1) The lower adhesion for PE toward
the metal surfaces is explained by dominating van der Waals
attraction forces, whereas for PA6, attractive polar forces (e.g.,
hydrogen bonding forces), also contribute to the adhesion
toward metals. (2) For the polar polymer PA6 and metal
surfaces the macro- and microscopic work of adhesion per area
resulted in a good agreement. For the nonpolar PE and metals a
discrepancy was found with a lower work of adhesion per area
on the micro- than macroscopic scale. (3) The undefined,
saturated atmosphere in contact angle measurements led (a) to
adhesion properties in the same order of magnitude for all
metal/polymer combinations with only slight tendencies and
(b) to a higher work of adhesion per area for the nonpolar PE/
metal pairs compared to results from AFM measurements. (4)
AFM measurements were conducted in a defined measurement
atmosphere making it possible to distinguish better between
polar and nonpolar interactions and, for example, exclude
contributions from capillary forces.
The presented approach is useful to study the adhesion

properties of technical metal/polymer hybrids in a non-
destructive way on different length scales. The work of
adhesion per area obtained from the two methods scaled the
same for the different polymer/metal pairs and absolute values
were in the same order of magnitude. However, with AFM
force measurements it was possible to determine adhesion
characteristics more precisely. In this way, different adhesion
mechanisms depending on the chemical nature of the polymer
could be identified.

6. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
6.1. Materials. 6.1.1. Polymeric Microspheres and Substrates.

Thermoplastics are a common polymer class used for hybrid
components. Two thermoplastics with different chemical properties
were picked for the adhesion study, polyamide 6 (PA6) and
polyethylene (PE). PA6 is a polar polymer with functional groups
(amide group NH−CO), whereas PE is nonpolar without any
functional groups on the backbone. The molecular structure of both
polymers is shown in Figure 11.

For AFM measurements, polymeric microspheres made of PA6
(Phosphorex, Inc., Hopkinton, MA ) and PE (Cospheric, Santa

Figure 10. Scheme of interactions between metal and polymer surfaces measured by CA and AFM (not to scale).
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Barbara, CA) with a diameter of around 20 ± 7 μm are used. The
microspheres are glued with epoxy to a tipless cantilever with a given
spring constant of 5−17 N/m (NSC35 MikroMasch). The spring
constant of the cantilever was determined using the thermal method,
which is based on fitting a thermal spectrum (harmonic oscillator
model) of the cantilever motion.51 Before the thermal method was
applied, the cantilever deflection (bending) was correlated to the z-
piezo movement (optical lever sensitivity) by conducting a measure-
ment on a hard surface. Microspheres were characterized by optical
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in order to
obtain information about size and surface roughness. SEM images of
PA6 and PE microspheres attached to a cantilever are presented in
Figure 12. The microspheres exhibit a spherical shape and a smooth
surface. The surface of the PE spheres are slightly rougher than the
surface of the PA6 spheres. Note that SEM imaging requires a carbon
or gold coating of the sample due to charging effects and therefore can
be only done after the experiments.
For CA measurements, injection molded PA6 and PE plates are

used. Samples were kindly provided by NMF GmbH, Fürth
(Germany).
6.1.2. Metal Substrates. An aluminum alloy (AlMg4,5Mn0,4) and a

dual phase steel (DPS) commonly used in industrial applications were
chosen as metal substrates for adhesion studies. They are referred to in
the following as Al-A and DPS sample, respectively. Technical surfaces
exhibit a quite rough surface (micrometer range) not suitable for AFM
investigations. Therefore, Al-A and DPS samples were mechanically
polished to obtain a rather smooth surface with a nanometer-scale
roughness. A careful analysis of the surface roughness is necessary to
evaluate the measured adhesion forces. That includes the determi-
nation of the root-mean square roughness (rms) and the peak-to-peak
distance (λ).
Roughness characteristics of metal samples were obtained from

AFM topography measurements. Imaging was performed with a
MFP3D AFM instrument (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) in air
and tapping mode at room temperature. Examples of a polished Al-A
and DPS substrate are shown in Figure 13. The metal surfaces showed
only one type of roughness profile described through rms2 and the
corresponding λ2 (Figure 4). The roughness parameters and the
asperity radius r2 of the metal samples are given in Table 8. The root-
mean-square roughness and the peak-to-peak distance were
determined by using the analysis software of the AFM. The peak-to-
peak distance was extracted from section graphs (Figure 14) taken in
different directions over different distances. All values are average
results from analysis done on different positions of the sample surface.
The asperity radius r2 is calculated using eq 8.

Figure 11. Molecular structure of polyethylene (PE) and polyamide 6
(PA6).

Figure 12. SEM images of a (a and b) PA6 and (c and d) PE microsphere coated with a 5−10 nm carbon layer attached to a cantilever. SEM images
were recorded at ZELMI, TU Berlin

Figure 13. AFM images (2D and 3D) of polished metal samples: (a)
Al-A and (b) DPS.

Table 8. Roughness Features of Metal Substrates Obtained
from AFM Images and Radius of Asperity (r2)

surface characteristics

metal sample rms2 (nm) λ2 (nm) r2 (μm)

Al-A (I) 1.18 706 7.28
DPS (I) 2.29 595 2.67
Al-A (II) 1.49 564 3.68
DPS (II) 1.75 480 2.27

Figure 14. Roughness profiles (AFM section graphs) of polished metal
samples.
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6.2. Methods. 6.2.1. AFM Force Measurements. Force−distance
curves were collected via an atomic force microscope (MFP3D,
Asylum Research, CA, USA). Measurements were conducted in a dry
nitrogen atmosphere at a constant temperature of 30 °C using a Poly
HeaterTM cell (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) that can be fully
sealed with a membrane. Prior to measurements, substrate and
microsphere were immersed in pure ethanol for some minutes. The
metal substrate was dried in a nitrogen stream before being placed in
the cell. Before starting the experiment, we heated the cell, including
the substrate and the colloidal probe, was heated to 60 °C for about 10
min under constant nitrogen flow in order to remove residual solvent.
The humidity was kept under RH 5% throughout the whole
measurement by flushing dry nitrogen through the cell. The flow
was stopped when force−distance curves were recorded. A low
humidity is necessary to exclude capillary forces.
Approaching and retracting force profiles were recorded at a

velocity of 500 nm/s and a constant load of 1 or 2 μN, respectively.
Statistical data evaluation is needed for a proper interpretation of the
adhesion forces. Force maps including 100 single force−distance
curves obtained over an area of 90 × 90 μm were recorded. At least
five different locations of the sample were mapped. The procedure
resulted in ≥500 single displacement−deflection curves for each
probe−surface (polymer−metal) pair distributed over an area of
approximately 0.04 mm2. Measurements were repeated several times
over a longer time period using at least two to three different
microspheres. For analysis, a straight line is fitted to the noncontact
region of the force−separation curves in order to account for possible
drifts. The adhesion force is obtained from the minimum of the data of
the retraction curve (see Figure 2). An adhesion histogram was
generated from the results, and mean and standard deviation were
calculated by fitting a Gaussian distribution to the histogram. As a
control experiment, interaction forces between the polymeric probe
and a silica wafer were measured regularly to validate the experimental
setup and the state of the colloidal probe. Silica wafers exhibit a low
surface roughness and stable surface composition. Force measure-
ments using silica wafers as a substrate were proven to be reproducible
with constant force values for a given polymer.
6.2.2. Contact Angle (CA) Measurements. For macroscopic studies

of the adhesion properties CA measurements were performed using
the sessile drop method. The work of adhesion per area Wad between
two materials, denoted 1 and 2, is given by the Dupre ́ equation:52

γ γ γ= + −Wad 1 2 12 (12)

where γ1 and γ2 are the surface free energies of the two solid materials,
and γ12 is the interface free energy between them. Using the Fowkes
approach53 the surface energy is a sum of components with a
dispersion γd and a polar part γp leading to the following relationship
for the interfacial energy between materials 1 and 2:

γ γ γ γ γ γ γ= + − −2 212 1 2 1
d

2
d

1
p

2
p

(13)

The surface energy of a solid (S) γS with a polar γS
p and dispersive γS

d

part can only be experimentally determined against a series of probe
liquids (L) with known γL

p and γL
d. For calculation of γS the Owens−

Wendt−Rabel−Kaelble method (OWRK)19,20 with the following
equation is used:

θ γ

γ
γ

γ

γ
γ+ = +(1 cos )

2
L

L
d S

p L
p

L
d S

d

(14)

With at least two liquids, γS
d can be determined from the interception

and γS
p from the slope of the OWRK plot.

Contact angles were measured with a Goniometer OCA20
(Dataphysics, Germany). Metal and polymer samples were cut into
plates of 2 × 2 cm. The plates were cleaned with pure ethanol for 10
min in the ultrasonic bath (solvent degreasing) and subsequently dried
with nitrogen. The clean samples were placed on a sample stage in a
closed cell, which was filled by one-third with the respective test liquid
in order to obtain a saturated atmosphere. Samples were equilibrated
for around 30 min before a drop of the liquid is placed on the surface

via a syringe. A 90 min video was recorded, and the contact angle was
determined using the tangent fitting method. No large differences were
observed between left and right contact angles; therefore, the average
of both was taken as contact angle. Three to four different test liquids
were used for each solid substrate. Several drops of each liquid were
placed on different spots of the substrate and the equilibrium contact
angle was averaged over all measurements. Measurements were
repeated at least two times. The surface tension of the test liquids
including their polar and dispersive parts are listed in Table 9.
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